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ABSTRACT / INTRODUCTION

• Aims:
Chinese has been classified by Talmy (1985:106-7) as a satellite-framed language (S-language), in which the satellites correspond to what are usually called ‘directional complements’ (hereafter designated ‘D’). However, as was pointed out by Tai 2003 and Lamarre 2003c, Chinese does not fit very well in this category, since apart from VD constructions, it also often uses Path verbs to express spatial motion. On the other hand, even in cases when a VD construction is used, Slobin (2004) proposed, on the ground that Chinese directional verbs are verbal elements and not particles, to put Chinese together with Thai in a third category, called ‘equipollently-framed languages’, where the co-event verb and the directional verb would be of equivalent morphosyntactic weight. We address here the issue of Chinese’s status in Talmy’s typology, with reference to Goldberg & Jackendoff’s discussion (2003) on English resultative constructions, and to Cappelle & Declerck’s discussion of temporal boundedness in English motion events.

• Content:
In section I we give an overview of the various grammatical categories used in Chinese to express motion. In section II we turn to the controversial VD construction [Co-event verb + Path verb], to examine various prosodic, semantic and syntactic pieces of evidence for the grammaticalization of Path Verbs into Directionals (i.e. Path Satellites in Talmy’s framework). Such evidence goes against Tai 2003 and Slobin 2004’s suggestions to treat Directionals as full verbs functioning on the same level as the co-event verb they follow. In section III we discuss the two patterns used to encode motion events in Chinese, VD constructions ([Co-event verb + Path Satellite]) and Path Verb, and show that their distribution, far from being random, is constrained by the type of motion event (self-motion or caused motion) to be encoded. This suggests that Chinese exhibits what Talmy calls ‘a split pattern of encoding’. In section IV, we discuss the advantages of Talmy’s typology to grasp some fundamental correlations between the way a language encodes motion events and other linguistic phenomena belonging to other domains (state change, temporal boundedness, etc.), and the limits of the ‘lexicalization’ approach compared to a constructional approach.

• Data and Approach:
As is mentioned in the title, some of the data we give here to support the treatment of Path Verbs following co-event verbs as satellites are taken from non-standard Mandarin dialects or Sinitic languages other than Mandarin. This reference to non-standard varieties is particularly relevant here, since the split pattern of Chinese likely originates from a historical shift from a V-language toward an S-language. As with many other syntactic and phonological changes, this synchronic evolution correlates at the synchronic level with specific patterns of spatial distribution, southern Sinitic languages like Cantonese, Hakka or Taiwanese being more conservative. On the other hand, data from northern (Mandarin) dialects often provide objective grounds to the intuition that some of the Standard Mandarin patterns are actually limited to the written language: these conservative patterns are lacking in many northern dialects. The Standard Mandarin Chinese data used here come from both written corpora, and from dialogues taken from TV series. Non-standard data are taken from Lamarre’s field data, completed with second-hand data.
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I. The linguistic material available in Chinese to encode the semantic components of a motion event

1.1. Figure NPs [F] appear as the subject of the clause in autonomous (self-agentic and non-agentic) motion events, that is before the verb (ex. 11), or sometimes after in presentative sentences. In caused motion events, the Figure may have several positions: after the verb if indefinite or generic; before the verb, and most of the time introduced by a marker [glossed below as ACC] 把 bā if identifiable (see ex. 8), or as the subject of the sentence in passive sentences (see ex. 12). Note that in the cases when an inanimate Figure appears before the verb and the VP lack any overt passive or causative marking, we treat the event as a non-agentic (i.e. autonomous) motion event.

1.2. Ground NPs [G]

1.2.1. Localizers
A Ground NP may behave just like another common noun, for instance when it acts as the object of a Path Verb, like 桥 qiáo ‘bridge’ in 过桥 guò qiáo ‘cross the bridge’. However, in many syntactic environments, for instance when it appears after a preposition in a PP, it is required to be a place word². Some nouns are semantically intrinsic place words, like place names designating towns or countries, ex. 北京 fēidào Běijīng ‘fly to Beijing’. Deictic demonstrative pronouns like 这儿 zhèr ‘here’, or disyllabic position words like 里边儿 lǐbiānr ‘inside’, used when the Ground NP is understood from the context, are also entitled to become place words. However, in order to become a place word, most nouns like ‘mountain’, ‘table’, ‘wall’ etc., need to be suffixed by a localizer, like in the following verb phrase involving path verb ‘come down’, where the localizer -shang cannot be omitted after the noun ‘bridge’:

(1) 你快从桥上来 nǐ kuài cóng qiáo*(shang) xiàlai
2s quickly from bridge-upside descend-come
‘come down immediately from the bridge [toward the speaker]’.

Localizers are unstressed and suffixed on the Ground NP. Apart from their role of marking the NP as a place-word, they indicate the spatial position of the Figure relative to the Ground NP, like 上 -shang ‘on’, or 里 -li ‘in’, the two most widely used localizers. This compensates for the absence of such information in the preposition (the only way to render English ‘on the table’ is ‘at table’s upper-part’, similarly ‘in the box’ is conveyed by ‘at box-inside’). Localizers are grammaticalized from nominal elements, position words ‘upper part of ~’, ‘inside of ~’, which explains why they are postnominal, as Chinese is a Modifier-Head language.

1.2.2. Prepositions
Ground NPs often appear in the sentence introduced by prepositions, with which they form PPs. If we acknowledge the status of -dao as a preposition, Chinese PPs appear in two different syntactic positions:
a) Preverbal  [Preposition+Ground NP+ Verb Phrase]. The following example illustrates a combination of a PP and a VD. As is shown in example (2’), the SOURCE PP ‘from + Ground NP’ cannot appear after the verb:

(2) 从教室里跑出来 cóng jiàoshìli pàochulai ‘run out of the classroom’
from classroom-inside run-exit-come

(2’) * 跑从教室里来 / * 跑出来从教室里
*pàochulai cóng jiàoshìli / * pàochulai cóng jiàoshìli
run from classroom-inside come run-exit-come from classroom-inside

² We adopted the terms ‘place words’, ‘position words’ and ‘localizers’ from the fairly widely-known terminology exposed in Chao 1968 (pp. 519-532 and 397-402). Localizers are called ‘locative particles’ in Li & Thompson 1981:391.
b) Postverbal \([\text{Verb} + \text{Preposition} + \text{Ground NP}]\). Very few prepositions are accepted after the verb, the most representative being \(-\text{dao} \ ‘to’\) (originally ‘to arrive’), which expresses REACHED GOAL. Here too, the PP cannot be moved to before the verb without changing the meaning of the sentence (actually in 3’ we deal with the full verb \(\text{dào} \ ‘to arrive’\), and also ‘to go/come to ~’ in combination with a deictic directional):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(3)} & \quad \text{推 } \text{到 } \text{屋里 } \text{去} \\
& \quad \text{tūi-dào wū-lǐ qu} \\
& \quad \text{push-arrive room-inside go} \\
& \quad \text{‘push [it] into the room (away from the speaker)’}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(3')} & \quad \text{到 } \text{屋里 } \text{推 } \text{去} = \text{到 } \text{屋里 } \text{去 } \text{推} \\
& \quad \text{dào wū-lǐ tuǐ qu} = \text{dào wū-lǐ qù tuǐ} \\
& \quad \text{arrive room-inside push go} \quad \text{arrive room-inside go push} \\
\quad \text{‘push [it] into the room (away from the speaker)’}. \\
\end{align*}
\]

Preverbal PPs express SOURCE, GOAL, ROUTE etc., and have no influence whatsoever on the aspectual feature (non/boundedness) of the clause, leaving the postverbal slot open for various perfective or imperfective aspect markers, as well as for duration expressions corresponding to English for-phrases. Postverbal locative Prepositions are limited in Mandarin Chinese to \(-\text{dao} \ ‘to’\), the PP \([-\text{dao}+\text{G}]\) encoding the ENDPOINT of the motion\(^3\).

From an aspectual point of view, the clauses containing a postverbal PP are bounded\(^4\). There is no agreement on \(-\text{dao}’s status: some frameworks\(^5\) include \(-\text{dao} \ ‘to’\) in their list of directionals, others consider it as a preposition. As we will see below, it is in Standard Mandarin neither a prototypical preposition, since typical PPs are preverbal (see ex. 3 and 3’), nor a prototypical Directional, since it cannot be used without a following Ground NP. This last feature also excludes it from being a satellite if we follow Talmy’s definition (2000:103-109). We will come back to this issue in section 4 below.

Note that in Beijing colloquial speech \(-\text{dao} \ may be omitted without leaving any traces. This omission gives birth to \([\text{V} + \text{G} + \text{D}]\) constructions. For instance sentence (3) can be rephrased as \(\text{推屋里推 tūi wū-lǐ qu} \ [\text{push room-inside go}]\) without any change of meaning: ‘push [it] into the room (away from the speaker)’. Such a feature illustrates in a sense the power of the construction meaning: it entails that the Ground Phrase following the verb is the ENDPOINT of the motion, so the overt marking of this endpoint by ‘to’ becomes superfluous\(^6\).

### 1.2.3. Postverbal and preverbal PPs and boundedness

Let us illustrate the aspectual difference between these two word-orders. In (4) the VP ‘walk along the river’ lacks a spatial boundary, and is temporally nonbounded, as can be seen from its cooccurrence with the duration phrase ‘for + one hour’. The whole clause is marked as bounded temporally by the perfective aspect marker \(-\text{le} \) and the duration phrase ‘for one hour’. A PP such as ‘along the river’ is not allowed to appear postverbally. (5) is a hortative sentence, and

---

\(^3\) This has been stated 30 years ago by Tai (1975) in terms of iconicity, as a principle governing Chinese word order: the function of a postverbal place adverbial is, he said, “to denote the location of a participant of an action as the result of the action”. Tai’s analysis included a preposition which may appear both preverbally and postverbally: \(\text{tī-} -\text{zai} \ ‘at’\). In some cases it is similar to \(-\text{dao} \ ‘to’\) in expressing the endpoint of the motion and thus makes the sentence perfective, while in other cases the perfective meaning of \([\text{V} + \text{zai} + \text{Ground NP}]\) turns into an imperfective meaning to express a resultant state after a change of state. However, this is but a secondary aspect shift limited to posture verbs and other specific verb classes, and also geographically restricted to some areas. To simplify the discussion, we will not discuss here postverbal \(-\text{zai} \), and refer the reader to Lamarre 2003a, Lamarre 2003b, Lamarre2003d and Chirkova & Lamarre (forthcoming) for detailed discussions on the issue. Tai (1975) did not discuss the aspectual side of this issue.

\(^4\) Although there are exceptions to this rule in the written language (which often borrows constructions from the Classical language, where locative phrases expressing source or unreached goal could appear postverbally), this word-order opposition is quite clear-cut in the spoken language. For instance, one will find examples with postverbal ‘toward’ \(\text{wāng} \) in formal written-style sentences such as ‘walk toward socialism’, but such sentences are felt as queer for everyday life and in colloquial sentences such as ‘run toward the station / walk northward’, which will make use of a preverbal PP ‘\(\text{wāng} \ + \text{NP} \ + \text{V}\)’.


\(^6\) In most of the dialects I surveyed personally, though, the disappearance of \(-\text{dao} \ ‘to’\) as a segment was compensated by suprasegmental or segmental modifications in the preceding verb.
the PP ‘northward’ (litt. ‘toward north’) is also felt to be strange if put after the verb:

(4) 她 沿着 河边 走 了一 个 小时 左右．
Tā yánzhe hēbiānr zǒu  yīge xiǎoshí zuòyòu.
3s along riverside walk-PFV one CL hour about (descriptive) [PFV=Perfective]

‘She walked for about one hour along the river’

(4’) * 她 沿着 河边 走
*zōu yánzhe hēbiānr
walk along river

(5) 你 一直 往 北 走！
Nǐ yīzhí wāng běi zǒu
2S straight toward-north walk (hortative).

‘Keep walking northward’

(5’) * 你 往 北 走
*zōu wāng běi ‘walk northward’

Both (4) and (5) lack any spatial endpoint (or end-boundary), the PPs expressing an unbounded path -- or to use Goldberg & Jackendoff’s (2004) term, they are non-end-bounded spatial PPs. None make use of a Path Satellite (or Directional). Conversely, the next sentence (6) expresses a reached goal, introduced by –dao ‘to’. As shown in (6’), a verb followed by ‘dao + Ground NP’ cannot be modified by the progressive marker zài, differing thus from the equivalent English sentence with ‘to’.

(6) 跑到 河边 走去！
pāodoā hēbiānr qu ！
run-arrive riverbank go

‘run to the riverbank!’ (away from the speaker)

(6’): *她 在 跑到 河边 走去
*tā zài pāodoā hēbiānr qu
3S PROG walk-arrive riverbank go

[intended meaning] ‘she is/was running to the riverbank’

This shows that in Chinese, what Dahl (1981:84) calls the difference between ‘actual and potential terminal points’ is encoded through word order. Postverbal goals are ‘actual terminal points’, and appear in perfective sentences. Or to use another reference frame (Goldberg & Jackendoff: 2004), we can say that in Chinese the rule governing the syntactic position of PPs entails that a postverbal Resultative Phrase necessarily behaves like an “end-bounded Spatial PP”, and forms a ‘telic resultative’ (cf. English ‘Bill floated into the cave’). Events involving non-end-bounded spatial PPs (like English ‘Bill pushed Harry along the trail’) will be encoded with preverbal PPs (see below section 5 for more details).

1.2.4. Ground NPs introduced by Path Satellites

The situation is a little more complex when the Ground NP appears after the verb introduced by a Path Satellite. We presented [V-dao+G] patterns in section 1.2.2 above, although –dao ‘to’ shares many features with path Satellites (it appears in the same paradigm, i.e. exclusively after the verb, and often cooccurs with deictic Directionals). The core members of the category of Path Verb/Satellites (those inside the double line in table 1 below) may also introduce postverbal Ground NPs, like in sentence 7 below:

---

7 Dahl raised this issue about predicates like ‘move toward + Ground NP’, for which he noticed that they are ‘telic’ in the sense that there is a ‘well-defined potential terminal point’, but fail the tests of telicity, for instance being expanded with a for-phrase rather than a –in-phrase.
In this case the NP functions as an argument of the Path verb –jin (it does not bear any localizer). Such sentences support the view that Directionals like –jin are still verbs, for they can take Ground NPs as arguments. We will provide more examples in section 1.6. below, and discuss this issue later in section 2.4. Aspectually, the situation is more complex than for [Vco-ev+da+G]. When the Ground NP is the ROUTE of the Path expressed by the satellite: the couple [DG] may form a non-end-bounded phrase, like ‘up the stairs’ in English, which should allow for an unbounded interpretation. On the other hand, the syntactic position of the directional ‘after the verb’, i.e. the position of resultative elements, tends to give it a bounding function. We will see below that many northern or central dialects solved this distortion between syntactic other hand, the syntactic position of the directional ‘after the verb’, i.e. the position of resultative elements, tends to give non-end-bounded phrase (ex. [descend+mountain]) or GOAL (ex. [exit+book] can only mean ‘publish a book’ and not ‘take out a book from some place’ (compare with Japanese sortir un livre, which may take both meanings). 

1.3. Co-event verbs [Vco-ev] Co-event verbs range from typical manner verbs in self-agential motion sentences (‘walk, run, hurry, rush, swim, crawl…’) to verbs expressing a direct cause of motion (‘push, insert, take with the hand, kick, throw, carry, send’) or indirect action which enables it (‘call, cheat, meet, get, invite, borrow, rescue’…). Thus, like in English, the co-event verb may be semantically totally unrelated with any concept of MOTION, especially in the case of a caused motion event. The following example refers to a caused motion event, and describes a situation where a child hides in a cupboard and does not want to come out, an adult having to cheat her out:

(8) 把 孩子 骗出来  (Hou et al. 2001: 355)

bā háizi piānchulai

‘to cheat the child out [of some place where she is hidden etc.][toward speaker’

1.4. Path verbs may take Ground NPs as objects (10) but have no causative meaning (10’):

(9) 进来! Jinlai ‘Come in!’ [Enter-come] (to s.o. knocking at the door)

(10) 进站 jìn zhàn ‘get into the station’ [enter station]

(10’) *进钱包 *jìn qiānbāo [enter purse], intended meaning ‘put your purse in’, cf. Jp. ‘saihu o irete’.

The semantic relationship of the Path Verb and its object Ground NP varies: 过 guò ‘cross’ takes ROUTE NPs (过桥 guò qiáo ‘cross the bridge’), 出 chū ‘exit’ may take SOURCE (ex. 出国 chūguó ‘go abroad’ [exit + one’s country]), ROUTE (ex. 出门 chūmén ‘go out’ [exit + door]) or GOAL (ex. 出洋 chūyáng ‘go abroad’ [exit + foreign countries]) NPs; 上 shàng ‘ascend’ takes ROUTE (ex. 上山 shàng shān ‘go/come up a hill, go uphill [ascend + hill]), 上坡 shàng pō ‘go up a slope’ or GOAL (ex. 上台 shàng tái ‘go/come up onto the stage’ [ascend+stage]) NPs; 下 xià takes ‘descend’ SOURCE (ex. 下船 xià chuán ‘disembark’ [descend+boat]), ROUTE (ex. 下山 xià shān ‘descend the mountain’ [descend+mountain]) or GOAL (ex. 下海 xiàhǎi ‘go to sea’ [descend+sea]) NPs, etc… Path Verbs take Figure NPs with a causative meaning only in a few lexicalized items where they have lost their spatial meaning, for instance 出书 chūshū [exit+book] can only mean ‘publish a book’ and not ‘take out a book from some place’ (compare with Japanese hon o dasu, or French sortir un livre, which may take both meanings). 回 huí ‘return’, 到 dào ‘arrive’ and deictic verbs 来 lái ‘come’ and 去 qù ‘go’ take GOAL NPs, and require a localizer on the locative NP if it is not per se a place-word.
1.5. Path Directionals [D] are Path Satellites grammaticalized from Path verbs (see table 1).

They form with the co-event verb they follow a VD construction, ex. 出去 tuichuq (push-exit-go) ‘push [it] out (away from the speaker)’. The following table 1 gives Chinese path verbs and corresponding path directionals.

Path Verbs and Path Satellites (Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Satellite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lái</td>
<td>-lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qù</td>
<td>-qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jìn</td>
<td>-jin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chū</td>
<td>-chu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shàng</td>
<td>-shang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xià</td>
<td>-xia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huí</td>
<td>-huí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guò</td>
<td>-guò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qi</td>
<td>-qi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dào</td>
<td>-dào</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in table 1 above, Path Satellites include 2 deictic elements, 6 core members, and one less prototypical 起-qi. The special item 到-dào ‘to’, which in Standard Mandarin must be followed by a Ground NP (other Path Satellites appear most of the time without a following Ground NP), is sometimes treated as a preposition. We will specify below the rules which combine deictic and non-deictic directionals to form complex path satellites [non-deictic D + deictic D].

1.6. A few examples of various types of VD constructions

Let us now give a few more examples of the specific structures in which these path directionals appear. In order to reflect the close relationship between Path Verbs and Path Satellites, we gloss both with the verbal meaning of the Path verb: ‘exit, descend’ etc. We adopt in the examples below the following abbreviations and typographical conventions:

- $D_{nd}$ = directional (satellite) expressing non-deictic Path
- $D_{d}$ = directional (satellite) expressing deictic Path

VD constructions may take various forms: $[V + D_{nd} + D_{d}]$, $[V + D_{d}]$ $[V + D_{nd}]$

Co-event verb | non-deictic Path | deictic Path
---|---|---

We have already given above an example of a Path Satellite introducing a Ground NP (the GOAL of the motion: ‘ran into the elevator’). Note that whereas SOURCE and ROUTE PPs may only be preverbal, the use of Path Satellites to introduce Ground NPs allows Ground NPs expressing the ROUTE or the SOURCE of the motion to appear after the verb, like in examples 11 and 12 below, which illustrate respectively an autonomous motion and a caused motion.

(11) …她 慢慢地 走出了 病房。(Rén dào zhōngnián ch. 22)

3s slowly walk-exit PFV hospital:room
‘she slowly walked out of the sickroom,…’

(12) 当她被绷上绷带推出手术室时，…(Rén dào zhōngnián ch. 14)

at 3SGF PASS wind bandages push-exit operating-room time
‘when she had been bandaged all over and was pushed out [on a wheelchair] of the operating room,…’

In the following example 13, the Ground NP appears in a preverbal PP expressing SOURCE and is followed by a VD predicate, in which the path directional is the same form ‘exit’ than in examples 11 and 12 above, to encode an autonomous motion event. In 14, there is no overt Ground Phrase, the Figure ‘bedding’ is fronted with the help of the pretransitive object marker bā:

---

8 The examples given here still do not exhaust all the possibilities. We leave out presentative sentences where the Figure appears after the verb (in a specific information structure, like Italian inverted sentences for instance). We also do not directly discuss sentences in which the deictic directional is separated from the non-deictic directional. The reader can consult Liu 1998 for a data-oriented description of Chinese directional. There is a huge amount of literature dealing with the position of the Figure NP when it appears after the verb ($VFD_{nd}D_{d}$, $VD_{nd}FD_{d}$ or $VD_{nd}D_{nd}F$, $VD_{d}F$ or $VFD_{d}$). We refer the reader to Zhang and Fang (1996:91-111) for a more detailed analysis.
The relative frequency of use of these various patterns depends much on the style (written or colloquial). In the spoken language, sentences like 11 and 12 where the Ground NP is introduced by the non-deictic Directional are much less frequent. In many Northern and central dialects, this pattern is totally impossible (see section 2.4. below).

Let us turn now to the problem of the status of Chinese Directionals. In the present section, we called them for the purpose of clarity ‘directionals’ or ‘Path Satellites’. However, as can be seen in table 1, these ‘Path Satellites’ are written with the same Chinese characters as the Path Verbs they originate from, and their status (Satellite or full verb) is quite controversial. In the next section we give various pieces evidence for the grammaticalization of Path Verbs into directionals (Path Satellites) when they combine with co-event verbs.

II. Mandarin’s dominant patterns are those of an S-language

2.1. The controversy: Path Verbs or Path Directionals?

“Because the path verbs can occur alone, they cannot be regarded as satellites, which are verb particles and affixes that do not occur alone. …[I]t may be most appropriate to treat serial-verb languages as a third typological category with regard to motion events. …[I] propose later in the chapter that a third type be added, equipollently-framed languages, to include serial-verb languages and other types of languages in which both manner and path are expressed by “equipollent” elements, -- that is, elements that are equal in formal linguistic terms…” (Slobin 2004:228).

There is no question that Chinese uses Path Verbs alone to express motion events (see more examples in section III below). Does this imply that Chinese Directionals (i.e. Path verbs which follow manner or cause verbs) are full verbs? We claim here that although directionals did grammaticalize from verbs (as appears clearly in table 1 above), this does not preclude them from belonging to a distinct category, nor does it imply that in a VD construction “both path and manner are of equal morphosyntactic weight”. We argue for a classical case of ‘persistence’: the source (Path verbs) and the grammaticalized form (Path Satellites = Directionals) coexist in the contemporary language. We provide below various kinds of evidence to back this statement: phonetic, morphologic, syntactic and semantic evidence which points at a decategorialization of Path verbs when they follow manner or cause verbs in VD constructions.

2.2. Phonetic evidence: phonetic reduction

When they appear after a co-event verb, Path verbs loose their tonal contrast and become unstressed syllables, pronounced in the same prosodic unit as the co-event verb. Neutralization of tonal contrast is a feature regularly linked with grammaticalization in Mandarin Chinese. Ex. 拉出 lāchulai (not lāchūlái) [pull-exit-come] ‘pull out toward the speaker’.

Apart from this phonetic reduction at work at the suprasegmental level, well-known for Standard Mandarin9, in some northern (Mandarin) dialects some Path Verbs also exhibit segmental modifications when used as Directionals. In Jizhou (冀州, Hebei河北), the path verbs ‘ascend’ 上 [Å31] and ‘descend’ 下 [嘔31] are both pronounced [OH] (unstressed) when used after a co-event verb. In Jincheng and Lanxian (晋城，岚县, Shanxi 山西), the andative deictic

---

9 This feature is mentioned in Chao 1968:459, but for some reasons has been ignored by Li & Thompson 1981 who transcribe the Directional Complements in their examples as having their full tonal value. However it is widely described by Chinese reference grammars such as Lû et al. 1980 etc., and mentioned in Shen’s paper (2003) as an evidence of the grammaticalization of directionals.
2.3. Morphological evidence

2.3.1. Path satellites are a closed-class category

Although there are some disagreements about their exact number, this concerns only a few cases such as -kai ‘to open / away, off’ and -dao ‘to arrive / to’, and everybody agrees about the 6 core members + -qi (up) for Standard Mandarin. For instance, verbs which semantically look very much like path verbs, like 飛 diào ‘fall’ or 升 shēng ‘rise’ cannot enter the slot between a co-event verb and a deictic directional: only 吹 chuī ‘blow’ or -qi chuīdiaoqu [blow+descend+go] and not *吹掉 chuīduōq [blow+fall+go] ‘blow off’, 吹起 jī ‘raise +rise+come’ and not *举来 jǔshēnglai [raise+rise+come] ‘raise up’ are possible. (See section 2.5.3. below about these verbs used as co-event verbs).

2.3.2. Strict rules constrain the combination of the co-event verb and the Directional:

- the Path Directional has two components: non-deictic and deictic
  \[ D = [D_{nd}+D_{d}] \]
  where \( D_{nd} \) = directional satellites expressing non-deictic Path;
  \( D_{d} \) = directional satellites expressing deictic Path.

These three elements enter three distinct syntactic positions, in a fixed order:

\[ \text{[Co-event Verb + non-deictic Path Satellite + deictic Path Satellite]} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Mandarin twofold Path Satellites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( D_{nd} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>来- ( \text{lái} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>去- ( \text{qù} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* -dao ‘to’ is not included in many lists of directionals, due among others to the compulsory expression of the Ground when it combines with deictic 来 and 去. The Ground NP, when overtly expressed after the verb, is in Mandarin inserted between the two components of the twofold satellite. -qi cannot combine with the andative directional -qu, nor be followed by Ground NPs. This justifies our treatment of these two elements as less prototypical. Unless specified, in the discussion below when we talk of ‘Path Satellites’ we will only designate the core members.

2.3.2. The pervasiveness of the two-fold directional [non-deictic+deictic]

As can be seen in the table above, Standard Mandarin allows both \( D_{nd} \) and \( D_{d} \) to be reduced to zero. However, the omission of the deictic component is subject to many restrictions. In brief, it may be omitted only when the non-deictic element is followed by a NP (Figure of Ground) (see Sugimura 1991, Liu 1998 and others). Table 3 gives the relative frequency of use of non-deictic directionals \( D_{nd} \) with and without deictic directionals \( D_{d} \) for the 77 VD constructions (excluding those with postverbal Ground Phrases or Figure NPs) which appear in the dialogues of a TV series (the 6 first episodes, about 5 hours). It shows that in most of the cases the use of a non-deictic directional implies the expression of the deictic direction as well, that is that pattern 2, \( \text{V}_{\text{co-e}}D_{nd}D_{d} \), is the most frequent. The proportion of autonomous motion and caused motion clauses is given into brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Correlation in the use of non-deictic and deictic directionals (TV series: Jiēhūn shì nián 1-6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Pattern} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{1. V}<em>{\text{co-e}}D</em>{nd} ) (aut./caused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{2. V}<em>{\text{co-e}}D</em>{nd}D_{d} ) (aut./caused)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{3. V}<em>{\text{co-e}}D</em>{d} ) (aut./caused)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only two non-deictic directional items (‘up’ and ‘down’) happen to combine with a co-event verb without a deictic directional (pattern 1). They are used after verbs of posture (‘sit’, ‘kneel’) where the deictic opposition is less likely to operate. Other directionals ‘in’, ‘out’, ‘across/over’, and the source-oriented ‘up’ only appear together with a deictic directional (pattern 2). Deictic directionals are more likely to appear without non-deictic ones, mainly in caused motion clauses (pattern 3, see example 29 below). Table 3 only lists directionals used in their spatial meaning.

2.3.3. The expansion into a potential form (mainly negative, that is expressing the impossibility to reach the goal of the motion through the Co-event), ex. 推不进去 tuibujingqi [push-NEG-enter-go] ‘unable to push [it] in’ (for some material reasons, ex. the Figure is too large). Such expansions are only available for resultative (VR) constructions.

This feature does not prove the grammaticalization of Path verbs. It is rather an indicator of the semantic relationship [means-result] linking the two sub-events encoded respectively by the co-event verb and the Directional. Interestingly, for a small subset of VD constructions, those in which the co-event verb is an intransitive manner verb like ‘walk’, and the Directional element is limited to a deictic like ‘go’, such expansions are not available (see 3.5. below).

2.3.4. Dialect-specific morphological rules.

Several dialects do not allow D₄ to combine directly with the co-event verb (like pattern 3 in table 3 above), and use dummy elements instead to fill up the non-deictic directional’s slot, ex. 拿得来 (dummy [t[UCE], Shanxi, Shanghai), 拿哧来 (dummy []), Hebei) or 拿来 (dummy [], Shaanxi) [take-dummy D_{ad} –come] instead of Mandarin 拿来 [take-s-come] ‘bring’ (see Lamarrre and Liu 2001, Lamarrre 2002). VD constructions are relatively recent, which explains such a huge cross-dialectal variety.

What is important here to note is that in many northern dialects the combinations allowed are highly constrained, the twofold combination [non-deictic+deictic] being often quite rigid: using a non-deictic directional usually makes the use of a deictic one compulsory, and vice-versa. Furthermore, although in Standard Mandarin the non-deictic and deictic elements may be separated by the insertion of Ground NPs, Figure NPs or negation, there are some dialects which allow no such insertion, treating both kinds of directionals as a solid unit (here too -dao is excepted) ¹¹. All this points to the high categorization (a high degree of grammaticalization) of these directionals. These are not a compulsory category, in the sense that there are of course predicates which do not take a directional, but when a directional is used, then it must be taken from a closed-class category of less than 10 elements, and likely takes the shape of a twofold directional [D_{ad}+D_{d}].

The fact that Standard Mandarin has looser rules than some other Mandarin dialects only reflects the fact that it is the product of a koineization process, and also that as a written language it allows fossilized structures from older layers of the language, and also probably artificial structures coined after foreign languages. A look into dialects is enlightening because they show much more constrained and consistent systems.

2.4. Syntactic evidence

2.4.1. There is an ongoing discussion about the issue of which is the head in a VR (or VD) compound’. (V₁, V₂, double-head structure?) ¹². Yuan 2000 argues from argument selection, structural expansion and other evidence, that there is in Chinese a discrepancy between the semantic core of the VR compound (R) and its syntactic head (V), and that this discrepancy has historical and functional motivations.

Chinese is usually considered a serial-verb language. However, the combination of a co-event verb and a directional (VD) is not listed in the inventory of serial-verb constructions given in most frameworks, but treated as a

¹⁰ Although it is actually very tricky to establish a distinction between the different uses of directionals, we eliminated from our data the clearly non-spatial uses. To avoid too much arbitrariness, we made use of Liu Yuehua 1998’s criteria. Liu (1998) distinguishes between a spatial, a fulfillment and an aspectual use of directionals. Although her criteria are not ideal, she gives very complete lists of each use, which can be used for reference. Note that her ‘spatial’ uses include some metaphoric uses too. Table 3 only lists directionals in their spatial use.

¹¹ For instance the Guanzhong dialect spoken in Shaanxi (Xi’an area), see Tang & Lamarre (forthcoming).

¹² Cf. Tai 2003:308: “If we accept ‘result’ as a semantic prime underlying action-result verb compounds, it makes sense to take the second element as the center of predication, even though it cannot be analyzed as an independent transitive verb in surface syntax.”. Shen 2003 opposes Tai’s opinion that Chinese is not an S-language. Both papers discuss Talmy’s views.
subclass of Verb-Result constructions (VR constructions, see Ross 1990, Kang 2001). The next examples illustrate the resultative meaning of Chinese directionals, through a comparison between Japanese and Chinese. In spite of a very similar organization of the surface elements ‘call + come’, in Chinese, the Directional ‘hither < come’ expresses the motion of the patient, that is causative motion, whereas in Japanese the second of the two verbs linked by te, ‘come’, refers to the motion of the agent:

(15) Jp. kanojo o yondekitekudasai!  (15’) Chn. bà tà jiàolai 把她叫来!

Go to call her (and come back: you move)         Call her and make her come here. (she moves)

In the Japanese predicate [V-te-come] the deictic motion is that of the agent of ‘call’, that is ‘you’, the motion ‘go’ being presupposed by the use of the verb ‘come’. In the Chinese sentence [V+come], the deictic motion is that of the patient of ‘call’. Thus the Japanese sentence will be used when ‘you’ need to go somewhere and come back to the place where the speaker is, whereas the Chinese sentence can be used to ask you to call ‘her’ to come ‘here’, maybe without moving yourself, with a cellular phone, for instance, the point being that ‘she’ is caused to come here.

Historically, VD constructions likely originate from a reanalysis of serial-verb constructions where the verbs shared the same subject, the change being completed by the Tang 唐 area (8-9th cen., see Liang 2003, Wu Fuxiang 1996:395-396, Ota 1958:210).

Even if no agreement has been reached yet on the question of the ‘head’ of a VR compound in Chinese, nor about the definition of serial verb constructions, we can look at the problem from the point of view of the decategorialization (loss of ‘verbiness’) of Path Verbs when they follow manner or cause verbs.

2.4.2. Loss of argument structure

Consider first, in Standard Mandarin, the syntactic position of Deictic Directionals 米 lai and 去 qu: in Mandarin, Deictic Directionals follow the Ground Phrase, whereas Deictic verbs, like other Path verbs, take postverbal object Ground NPs:

(16) 去北京 qù Běijīng go Beijing‘go to Beijing’.
(17) 回北京 去 huí Běijīng qu return Beijing go‘go back to Beijing’
(18) 飞回北京去 fēihuí Běijīng qu fly-return Beijing go
(18’) * 飞回去北京 *fēihuíqu Běijīng qu fly-return-go Beijing

This suggests that the original argument structure of the deictic verbs has been lost through their grammaticalization into deictic directionals. Note that in some southern Sinitic languages like Taiwanese and Cantonese, the Ground NP follows the deictic element of a VD compound: instead of the [fly-return Beijing go] used in Standard Mandarin (18), Taiwanese

13 There is presently no agreement on which constructions should be treated as serial constructions in Mandarin. Most discussions target VR constructions and not VD constructions. Hansell 1993 treats average VR compounds like [beat+fall down] ‘knock down’ as a kind of serial verb construction (nuclear juncture) expressing direct causality. However, he excludes (note 1 of the paper) from these VR construction those where V2 is a directional complement because these are too grammaticalized.
uses the order of \((18')\), \([\text{fly+return+go+Beijing}]\), which suggests that the grammaticalization of ‘go’ and ‘come’ may be less thorough, or at least take different directions.

Secondly, in written Standard Mandarin, as illustrated above in examples 7, 11 and 12, the Ground NP may appear after the non-deictic Path Verb, seemingly as its argument. Path Verbs take Ground NPs as objects as mentioned in section 1.2.3 above. Tai (2003:309-310) uses this as evidence against an analysis of these Path Verbs as Satellites.

\[(19)\] John 飞 了 英吉利 海峡
\[John \text{ fly} \text{-cross-PFV} \text{ English Channel}\]
‘John flew across the channel’

\[(19')\] *John 飞了英吉利海峡 vs. \[(19'*)\] John 过了英吉利海峡
\[John \text{ fly-PFV} \text{ English Channel}\]
\[John \text{ cross-PFV} \text{ English Channel}\]
‘John flew the English Channel’ vs. ‘John crossed the English Channel’

For Tai (2003:308), “guo is a verb incorporating Path and is the center of the predication in the verb compound fei-guo, which indicates the completion of passing the channel”. This is quite convincing, as ground NPs do not require being marked as ‘place nouns’ by localizers, just like when they are the objects of Path Verbs (see 1.2.1 above).

However, in many northern (Mandarin) and central (Wu, Xiang) dialects\(^{14}\), the core non-deictic Path Satellites cannot be followed by a Ground NP, that is \([\text{co-event verb + non-deictic directional + Ground NP}]\) patterns like sentence \((19)\) do not exist. This indicates that in many dialects, including the northern dialects belonging to the same group as Standard Mandarin, non-deictic path verbs have lost their argument structure too (here too \(-\text{dao} \: \text{‘to arrive > to’}\) is an exception). In the northern dialects we surveyed, only one element (similar in function to \(-\text{dao} \: \text{‘to’}\) ) is allowed to introduce Ground NPs expressing the ENDPOINT of the motion, and Ground NPs expressing SOURCE, ROUTE or UNREACHED GOAL of the motion must appear in a preverbal PP\(^{15}\). Thus, the syntactic pattern given by Tai (2003) to prove the verbiness of directionals is actually limited to southern Sinitic languages (Cantonese, Hakka etc.), and to Standard Mandarin. Lamarre (2004) claims that in Standard Mandarin this pattern is actually a feature linked to the written language. Semantically, SOURCE and ROUTE are still likely to be construed as having some kind of duration, whereas the arrival to the endpoint location is definitely punctual and will only contribution to the bounded nature of the clause.

Let us now turn to ‘softer’ evidence.

### 2.5. Semantic evidence

#### 2.5.1. A pervasive use of manner verbs even when the information is irrelevant

Sugimura (2000) pointed out that in Chinese, the pervasive use of VR and VD constructions leads to the expression of information that would not be overtly expressed in Japanese, for instance the default manner of motion ‘to walk’. Lamarre (2003c) quoted Slobin’s similar observations on English and Spanish, extended this observation to French and Chinese, and agreed with Slobin (1996:213) that this could find a satisfying explanation through Talmy (1985:122; 2000:128)’s following remark:

*Other things being equal [...]*, a semantic element is backgrounded by expression in the main verb root or in any closed-class element, including a satellite -- hence, anywhere in the main verb complex. Elsewhere, though, it is foregrounded. This can be called the principle of **backgrounding according to constituent type**. [...] A concept or a category of concepts tends to be expressed more readily where it is backgrounded. That is, speakers tend to opt for its expression over its omission more often when it can be referred to in a background way than when it can only be referred to in a foreground way.[...] This can be called the principle of **ready expression under backgrounding**. (2000: 128-129)

---

\(^{14}\) From Lamarre’s field data for Jizhou (Hebei), Heyang (Shaanxi) and several Shanxi dialects. See Tang & Lamarre (forthcoming) and Lamarre (2005) for further details. Liu Danqing (2003:274-5) mentions this for Wu dialects.

\(^{15}\) See Tang and Lamarre (forthcoming) and Lamarre (2005) for further examples and detailed discussion.
A Japanese translation will regularly eliminate the verb ‘to walk’ present in VD constructions in an original Chinese text. For instance, the combination “zǒu+D” occurred 12 times in Zhao Shuli’s short story《登记》Děngjī [Registration], the Japanese translation eliminated the manner verb in all 12 cases16, ex.:

(20) Chn. 吵了 半天， 还是 不 给 写， 他们 只得 走出来。 (p.184)

chàōle bàn tiān, hái shì bù gěi xiě, tāmen zhǐ dé zǒuchulai.

‘they went on arguing for some time, but he still wouldn’t write it, so they were obliged to walk out’

Jpn. 長いこと争ったが、やはり書いてくれず、かれらはしかたなく出て来た。(p.53)

Nagai koto arasottoga, yahari kaitekurezu, karera-wa sikatanaku detekita.

Furthermore, a Chinese translation will frequently add the verb 走 zuǒ ‘to walk’, even though it conveys no useful information, and there is no syntactic requirement for it in case of a self-motion event (as we will see in next section):

(21) Jpn. Danro-kara detemiru-to, yuujin-wa mata heya-no naka-wo wrotsuiteiru.

暖炉から推出すると、友人はまた部屋の中をうろついている。17

Chn. 我 从 壁炉 里 走 出 来 一 看 , 我 的 那 位 朋 友 又 在 房间 里 转 开 了。

wǒ cóng bílúlǐ zǒuchulai yī kàn, wǒ de nà wéi péngyou yòu zài fángjiānli zhūnǎnkāi le.

2.5.2. The use of dummy (generic) verbs which fill the slot of the co-event verb

...one might expect a satellite-framed language to develop a system for maintaining the general pattern syntactically while semantically bypassing the expression of unnecessarily specific ancillary events. And indeed, serving this function, many such languages have developed a system of generic or “dummy” verbs. Such verbs can act, in effect, as syntactic “placeholders” while conveying relatively generic or neutral semantic content and thus permitting the sentence to proceed to the satellite, whose semantic content is the relevant factor. (Talmy 2000:284)

Chinese also makes frequent use of dummy generic verbs in VD constructions, like 弄 nòng and 搞 gǎo (colloquial variants for the verb ‘to make, to do’), like in the following example where nòng replaces verbs expressing more concretely the way they brought the wounded person to the hospital (i.e., they carried the wounded man into a car, then drove the car to the hospital, then carried him from the car into the hospital). Here it acts as a ‘placeholder’ for the Path directional ‘come’ to form a causative VD compound:

(22) He 就在 路边儿 躺着 呢, 我 们 就 给 他 弄 来 了。[TV Zán lǎobǎixíng -- Bànri qīyuán]

tā jù zài lùbiān ér tāngzhe ne, wǒmen jiù géi tā nònglai le

3S just on roadside lie-DUR PR, 1P then 3S DUMMY-come CRS

‘He was just lying on the roadside, and we took [got] him here.’

2.5.3. At most one (twofold) Directional Satellite per Co-event verb.

Slobin (1997:19) argued for a direct correlation between the language type and the possibility of appending multiple Path satellites to a single manner verb. (“A satellite-framed language invites the speaker to elaborate path descriptions by appending several satellites to a single verb of motion”). Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004) also mention about the English resultative construction that the resultative Phrase may be complex, like in ‘Pat ran down the hall out the door into the alley’.

In opposition to English, Mandarin allows at most one Directional Satellite per co-event verb. Thus in the following example, the English verb is followed by several satellites or prepositions, but Chinese requires as many verbs as there are directional satellites. This is consistent with the fact that in Chinese, [Verb +Directional] constructions

16 The details being: 走出来 2, 走出去 3, 走同G去 1, 走到G 5, 走进G 1), the Japanese translations are: G made kita / G e haitteiku / detekita / deteitta or deteite 3 / kaettesimatta/ G made itta OR iku 2 / G made yattekite / G e hippateite .

17 『4 6番目の密室』(有栖川著、講談社文庫) p. 222.
function as a subset of the resultative constructions, where the directional item makes the clause bounded. (2) is taken from *Harry Potter* (vol. 2 chap. 4).

(23) [Harry] quietly as he could, slipped out of the cabinet, past the glass cases, and out of the shop door.

Eng.: [\(V_{co-e}+Sat_1+Prep.+G_1+Sat_2+G_2+\text{and}+Sat_3+Prep.+G_3\)] vs. Chn: [\(V_{co-e1}+Sat_1+V_{co-e2}+Sat_2+G_2+V_{co-e3}+Sat_3+G_3\)]

As a consequence of the resultative construction, the Ground NPs, when overtly expressed after the verb, are construed as ENDPOINTS of the motion, even when semantically they express the SOURCE or the ROUTE. For instance in ex. 24 satellite -chu 出 ‘exit’ introduces a SOURCE NP, but once the postverbal slot is filled in, no spatial endpoint of the motion is allowed in the sentence. The only way to express both the spatial SOURCE and the spatial ENDPOINT of a motion in the same verb phrase is to put the former in a preverbal PP, like in the following example where the directional ‘return / back’ introduces the ENDPOINT:

(24) …能 从 火车站 一直 走回 滨河路去。[TV Jièhún shí nián 8]

Eng.: 

The same verbs without the non-deictic directional are not natural (*diāolai, *chénqu etc.). Another example: 还（还）huán ‘to return’ (something to someone) implies the path ‘back’, but can enter the slot of co-event verbs in combination with the path satellite –hui ‘back’ coming from the intransitive path verb –hui ‘return’:

(26) 借 的 东西 都 还 回 去 没有?   (《现代汉语八百词》 1999 p. 278)

2.5.3. Semantic redundancy induced by the pervasive \([V_{co-e} + D_{ve} + D_d]\) pattern

We noted above that a small set of the verbs which include a semantic notion of path have been grammaticalized as directionals. Another consequence of this fact is that some of these verbs left out of the category of directionals, like 掉 diào ‘to fall down’, 升 （ 見）shēng ‘to rise’ (in the air), 浮 fú ‘float, emerge’ or 沉 chén ‘sink’ (liquid Ground) will typically appear in the slot of the Co-event verb (Sugimura 2000), followed by the non-deictic Path Directional expressing the same Path notion they entail, in a semantically redundant way:

The same verbs without the non-deictic directional are not natural (*diāolai, *chénqu etc.). Another example: 还（还）huán ‘to return’ (something to someone) implies the path ‘back’, but can enter the slot of co-event verbs in combination with the path satellite –hui ‘back’ coming from the intransitive path verb –hui ‘return’:

(26) 借 的 东西 都 还 回 去 没有?   (《现代汉语八百词》 1999 p. 278)

Did you return all the things you had borrowed?"

2.6. On the basis of the phonetic, morphologic, syntactic and semantic evidence given above, we claim that Chinese directionals form a category distinct from that of the Path verbs they grammaticalized from. They are thus entitled to hold the status of ‘satellite’ that Talmy gave them in 1985: they do behave like English verb particles, and in spite of their verbal features, when they appear in a VD construction, they loose much of their ‘verbiness’, and of their autonomy. However we do not deny that to various extents (in various specific syntactic environments, and in specific variants of Sinitic languages, or for various stylistic purposes) these path directionals sometimes keep some of their verbal features.

---

18 As noted above in section 2.4.2, there are many dialects which do not allow Path Directionals to introduce Ground NPs. As a result, in such dialects the SOURCE can be expressed only before the verb, in a PP, introduced by the preposition ‘from’.
The purpose of the present paper is precisely to help measure this grammaticalization, and observe its limits.

This does not solve the second issue raised about Chinese: Path verbs do function alone in the sentence to express motion, and as distinct from English Path verbs of Latin origin, they are highly colloquial and of frequent use in this function. In the next section we address the issue of the distribution of Path Verbs and of VD constructions in the language.

III. The distribution of S- and V-language features in Mandarin according to event types

3.1. Talmy (2000:64-66) commented on a ‘split’ or ‘complementary’ system of conflation:
Talmy (2000:64-66) commented on languages like Emai and Tzeltal which use both Path Verbs and Path Satellites to encode motion events, in the following words:

“a language can characteristically employ one conflation type for one type of Motion event, and characteristically employ a different conflation type for another type of Motion event.” [p. 64]

“Emai has an extensive set of Path Verbs, much like Spanish, but in a Motion sentence, it generally uses this set only for self-agitative motion. It instead uses a main verb with Co-event conflation for nonagentive and agentive motion. It can use this latter type for self-agitative motion as well, if the Manner is other than of ‘walking’” [p. 65]

Chinese also exhibits a similar link. We will show in the sections below that Chinese can use Path verbs to encode self-agitative motion events, but can only use the combination of a co-event verb and a Path satellite to encode caused motion events.

3.2. Spontaneous motion

Spontaneous motion (what Talmy calls self-agitative motion) may be encoded in Chinese either by a Path verb (27), or by a combination [Co-event verb + Path satellite] (28, 29). Both types of encoding are frequent in colloquial speech.

(27) 跨来一起吃吧。 [TV Jiéhūn shí nián 3] [Path verb+ D₃]
guòlái yiqí chī ba
cross-come together eat HOR
‘Come over to eat with us’

(28) 那个 周国庆 不是要 搬过来 吗? [TV Jiéhūn shí nián 1] [Vₑ+c+D₃₄+D₃]
Nèige Zhōu Guōqing bùshì yào bāngguolai ma
that CL Zhou Guoqing NEG be want move-cross-come Q
Isn’t that guy… Zhou Guoqing going to move in (here)?

(29) 这是我 嫂子 刚刚 从 单位 赶来 的。 [TV Zán làobàixìng -- Bànruì qiyuán] [Vₑ+c+D₃]
Zhè shì wǒ sàozi, gānggāng cóng dànwèi gǎnlái de.
This be 1S sister:in:law, just from work hurry-come NOM
She is my sister in law, she’s just rushed here from work.

For what Talmy calls ‘non-agentive motion events’, involving inanimate figures (subject of the sentence) or animate figures not controlling their motion, both encoding types are attested too. Most inanimate Figure NPs appear, likely for pragmatic reasons, in sentences using a combination of a co-event verb and a Path satellite (ex. 30). Path verbs are used for natural phenomena (wind, cf. ex. 31) or inanimate NPs for which human control is implied (cars etc.).

(30) 菜篮子翻了, 萝卜、西红柿都滚出来 了。（Hou et al. 2001:203）
cāilánzi fān le, luóbo、xiāngqǐshí dōu gǔnlælái le.
shopping:basket turn:over CRS, turnip tomato all roll-exit-come CRS
购物物筐被颠倒翻过来，大根下番茄都滚了出来。
The shopping basket turned over, and the turnips and tomatoes all rolled out.
3.3. Caused-motion events

Caused-motion events (what Talmy calls ‘agentive motion events’) cannot be encoded by Path verbs alone, because Path verbs are non causative (when they express spatial motion at least, see section 1.2.4). In other words, the expression of the Co-event is compulsory for caused-motion events. Table 4 below compares Chinese with two V-languages, French and Japanese. The latter use Path verbs to encode caused motion, whereas Chinese has to use a co-event verb:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>车を（車庫から）出す</td>
<td>sortir la voiture</td>
<td>把车（车库内）开出</td>
<td>sortir le futon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>トランクを（一階に）下ろす</td>
<td>descendre les valises</td>
<td>把箱子（一楼上）放下</td>
<td>装箱取下</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC mattress take-exit-come</td>
<td>ACC luggage take-descend-go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*把被子 Ø 出来</td>
<td>*把车 Ø 出去</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following examples, the Figure NP is covert (in 32) or expressed before the verb (with the help of the object marker ba, in what is sometimes called a ‘disposal sentence’). Example 33 also contains a self-agentive motion event ‘burst in’.

(32) 块! 推进去!  [TV Zǎn làobǎixíng -- Bànri qiyuán]
kuài tūjíngqu
quick! push-enter-go
‘Hurry up! Push [him] in!’ [a patient at the hospital, covert Figure, covert Ground]

(33) 我爸 闯进去 把我 撒进来 了。 [TV Dōnghéi yì jiān rèn 5]
Wǒ bà chuāngqǐngqu bā wǒ jiūchūlai le
1S dad rush-enter-go cc 1S grasp-exit-come CRS
‘Dad burst in and grabbed me out.’ [in/out of the movie theater, covert Ground]

As a consequence, in the case of caused motion events, Co-event information will often be deleted in the process of translation from Chn. to Fr. or to Jpn. ex. 34 is translated in Japanese and French without the co-event verb ‘pull’, by a causative Path verb. Conversely, any translation from Jpn. or Fr. to Chn. will have to add a Co-event verb (35). In 35 Chinese uses the verb ‘pull’ twice, the first time to translate the verb hippatta, the second time as a ‘placeholder’ for the potential form in which the directional is ‘descend’, meaning literally ‘cannot manage to make it go down through the action of pulling’.

(34) Chn. 他 把车 拉进去 又拉进来 了, … (novel Luótuo Xiángzi ch. 1)
Tā bā chē láichùlai yòu láichùlai le
3S ACC car pull-exit-go again pull-enter-come CRS
Chn. → Jp. 彼は車を出したり入ったり…
Chn. → Fr. Il sortit le pousse du garage et le rentra. (Le pousse-pousse)
‘..., he pulled the rickshaw back and forth through the gateway,...’ (Rickshaw)

結構、抵抗があるな。細い糸で引っ張ったりくらいじゃ、これを降ろすのは無理かもしれない。
Jpn. Kekkoo, teikoo ga aru na. Hosoi ito de hippatta gurai ja, kore o orosu no wa muri-kamosirenai
thin thread with pull-PFV only COP:TOP, this ACC get:down TOP impossible maybe
这个搭钩 好像 挺紧 的，用 细线 拉的话，看来 是 拉不下来的。
Chn. zhēige dāgōu hàoxiàng tǐng jǐn de, yòng xìxiàn lā dehuà, kǎnlái shì lábùxìnlái de.
this CLF hook apparently very tight NOM, use thin thread pull if, probably be pull-NEG-descend-come NOM.
3.3. Implications of this distribution of the types of encoding according to event types

In a complementary or split system, as defined by Talmy himself, the type of encoding differs according to event types, i.e. varies along with parameters such as volition (control exerted by the Figure on its motion) and the intervention of an external causer. The fact that languages that are genetically unrelated and are spoken on different continents such as Chinese, Emai and Tzeltal show similarities pertaining to the distribution of these patterns according to event types hints at the importance of these parameters.

Schaefer (1989), in his analysis of Emai’s lexicalization patterns for motion events, argues that when the co-event verb encodes manner (that is, in self-agentive motion events), the form encoding Path still behaves as a verb, whereas when the co-event verb encodes cause (that is in caused motion events), the same form (which has the same phonetic shape) loses its verbiness. Talmy’s (based on Schachter) and Schaefer’s accounts of Emai show the link between the event type and the pattern of encoding in a language which uses both types, the type of encoding typical of S-languages, [co-event verb + satellite], and the type of encoding typical of V-languages: Path verbs. It also shows the higher degree of verbiness of path Verbs when they combine with manner verbs (in self-agentive motion events) than when they combine with cause verbs (in caused motion events). Schaefer suggests (p. 138) a hierarchy such as ‘if a language incorporates MANNER with MOTION, then it also will incorporate CAUSE with MOTION, but not necessarily the converse’.

In the present paper, we focused the discussion on the evidence proving the grammaticalization of Path verbs when they combine with co-event verbs, and did not discuss a possible variation in the degree of ‘verbiness’ of Path verbs within the VD pattern. However, in Lamarre (2005), we discuss the case in written Standard Mandarin of the combination [manner verbs + deictic verb] (ex. zǒu qù ‘walk thither’), for which we observe a lesser degree of grammaticalization of the deictic Path verb, reflected at various levels (phonetic and aspectual features).

To treat Chinese as a split-pattern language also fits with its historical evolution: Chinese underwent a typological shift from a V-language to an S-language (Talmy 2000:118, Li Fengxiang 1997, see Liang Yinfeng 2003 too).

IV. Talmy’s typology: pros and cons

4.1. Correlating patterns in apparently unrelated domains of the language

In a note in a recent paper, Slobin (2004:257, note 17) acknowledges that Talmy’s typology deals not only with verb semantics, but also with the way Path (and change of state) is encoded in languages (like in Talmy 1991):

...Talmy suggests that S- and V-languages show distinct patterns across a number of event types: motion, aspect, state change, correlated activities, and realization of goals. These suggestions go beyond the aims of this chapter, where we are concerned with applying the binary typology to the narration of motion events across languages.

In contrast to this view, I believe that the validity of Talmy’s typology shows at its best when we consider the correlation between the encoding of the path in a motion event (‘the ball rolled in’) and the encoding of fulfillment in an event of realization (the police hunted the fugitive down’) or the encoding of the changed property in an event of state change (‘the candle blew out’) (Talmy 2000: 214). As noted above, Path Satellites in Chinese are generally considered to be a subset of resultative postverbal elements, i.e. VD constructions are a subtype of resultative constructions. So if we look at things from Goldberg & Jackendoff (2004)’s point of view, our description of VD constructions should aim at the description of a ‘subconstruction’ of the resultative, taking into account both its specifics and its similarities with other subconstructions of the same family.
4.2. Satellites, constructions and boundedness in Mandarin

Talmy (2000:106-7) noted that in English, due to a typological peculiarity which makes prepositions and satellites appear in close vicinity (after the verb and before the Ground), these categories get easily confused, but that in most Indo-European S-languages they appear in different positions in the sentence. Many who question the validity of Talmy’s typology question the existence of a cross-linguistic category of ‘satellites’, as well as the validity of their distinction from prepositions. In Chinese, at first glance, prepositions and Directionals typically appear in distinct syntactic positions (see section 1 above). Preverbal PPs have no effect on the telicity of the motion event, and may thus be used to express static Ground location of unbounded activities, such as ‘to play in the bedroom’ (zài fāngjiān wán). They also express source, or unreached goal: for instance, there is a whole set of half-lexicalized PPs corresponding to English ‘upwards / downward / inward / outward / northward’ (see ex. 5) etc., and they only appear in preverbal position (unreached goal). Postverbal Satellites (with or without Ground NPs, more often without) are specialized in the encoding of a change of location. On the whole, the Chinese sets of postverbal Satellites and preverbal prepositions do not overlap.

However, there is an important exception to this in Chinese: if we follow another characteristic attributed to satellites by Talmy (2000:107), i.e. that Prepositions are in construction with a nominal that cannot be omitted whereas satellites are in construction with the verb and the Ground nominal can be omitted, then dao ‘to arrive / to’ (and forms of similar functions) must be a preposition. Standard Mandarin at least does not allow [V- dao +zero Ground NP+deictic directional] (some non standard northern dialects allow such expressions). This proves that the distinction Talmy makes between two different classes of words, satellites and prepositions, may not be the key to this issue.

Chinese data rather hint at the prevalence of the construction meaning: postverbal elements (Path satellites, and even moreso the preposition –dao) are linked in Chinese with boundedness. This has been noted before:

• “…most directional endings do not merely indicate the direction of movement vis-à-vis a target. They also indicate the successful completion of motion vis-à-vis a target.” (Ross 1990:67)
• “…the directional complements […] when combining with verbs of Activity (motional or non-motional), add the notion of goal or end-point to the durative situation described by the Activity verb, which otherwise would have no terminus. Thus they affect the intrinsic temporal nature of the situation, and change an Activity into an Accomplishment (p. 311). […] We assert that they describe telic situations.” (Kang 2001:327)

Although the boundedness of VD constructions has not been given the detailed study it deserves (Ross and Kang’s remarks are based on fragmentary evidence), it is obvious for ‘V-dao+G’ constructions, and less obvious but still on the whole true for VD constructions.

From a diachronic point of view, in ancient Chinese the postverbal position was not restricted for Ground NPs according to their meaning. Through a reordering process which took place between the 1st and 6th cen., only Ground NPs expressing resultative location were allowed to stay after the verb. The formation of Verb-Result and Verb-Directional constructions dates from roughly the same period: 3rd to 8th cen. The shift from a V-language to an S-language (see Li Fengxiang 1998, Liang Yin Feng 2003) occurs about the same time too. This is no coincidence.

4.3. Satellites, constructions, and boundedness in other S-languages

The link between Path satellites and boundedness is usually mainly discussed from the point of view of the derived aspectual meaning of some specialized path satellites (this for Chinese too, where especially in Southern Sinitic languages Directionals are a major source for aspect markers, see Brinton 1988 for English). This has masked another interesting phenomenon: in many S-languages, path satellites regularly exhibit a bounding meaning within the range of

19 On the issue of the [Verb+Ground] construction with a static or durative meaning, see Chirkova & Lamarre (to appear), who show that in spoken Peking Mandarin this construction basically expresses a terminative change of location, in spite of the static ‘preposition’ appearing in the slot of the Satellite.
20 See Peyraube 1994 for an account in English of the question. Recent studies based on more exhaustive data have confirmed this.
their spatial functions, and regularly differ on this from PPs, whereas in V-languages the opposition between bounded and unbounded path is linked more to the semantic features of verbs and prepositions, and even to context (the shape or size of the Figure and the Ground NP etc.).

It cannot be a mere coincidence that in order to introduce the European/American/Russian reader to Chinese directionals, two classical works on Chinese grammar refer to Russian and German prefixes. Chao (1968:459) remarked that Chinese “Directional complements behave very much like German separable prefixes”, and gives in his description of Mandarin a table of comparison. Jaxontov (1957/ Jaxontov 1987:141; 148-149) noticed the striking similarity of Chinese postverbal element R and Russian preverbal suffixes: neither is itself an aspect markers per se, and both have an autonomous and concrete (often spatial) meaning. However, when they are added to a verb, they change its aspectual features, i.e. in both languages they behave as bounders. In Russian (Talmy 2000:121-22) and Polish (Dabrowska 1996), forms which behave respectively like satellites (preverbs) and prepositions (positioned after the verb) may share the same etymology. Ex. 36 and 37 are taken from Dąbrowska (1996:474) and describe respectively an unbounded and a bounded motion event, where \( \text{do} \) is both a “goal preposition” and a prefix coding the “attainment of a goal”, which “profiles just the final stages of the trajector’s movement” (Dąbrowska ibid.). Thus the use of \( \text{do} \) as a preverb does not preclude its use as a preposition; in 37 both appear in the same clause:

\[
\text{(36) Biegła do domu.} \quad \text{(37) Dobiegła do domu.}
\]

\[
\text{[She ran to house]} \quad \text{[to-she ran to house]}
\]

‘She was running to the house. ’She ran to (as far as) the house./She reached the house running.’

We find similar pairs in Hungarian: in 39 the path satellite \( \ddot{a}t \) ‘across’ functions as a preverb and plays a bounding role, whereas its position after the verb and before the Ground NP in 38 makes the clause unbounded (38 and 39 are taken from Knittel et al. 2002). Note that Hungarian differs from Polish in that it does not allow the path preverb to appear in a clause together with its postverbal cognate, and additionally Hungarian uses postpositions and not prepositions (40)\(^{21}\):

\[
\text{(38) Péter men-t-\( \ddot{a}t \) a hid-on} \quad \text{(39) Péter \( \ddot{a}t \)-men-t-\( \ddot{a}t \) a hid-on}
\]

\[
\text{Peter go-PAST-3S across the bridge-SUPERESSIVE} \quad \text{Peter across-go-PAST-3S the bridge-SUPERESSIVE}
\]

‘Peter was crossing the bridge’ [Fr. traversait] ‘Peter crossed the bridge’ [Fr. a traversé]

\[
\text{(40) *Péter \( \ddot{a}t \)-men-t-\( \ddot{a}t \) \( \ddot{a}t \) a hid-on}
\]

\[
\text{Peter across-go-PAST-3S across the bridge-SUPERESSIVE}
\]

‘Peter was crossing the bridge / Peter crossed the bridge’

Hungarian is a typical S-language, which only uses deictic path verbs ‘come’ and ‘go’, and has to combine a manner verb or a deictic verb with path satellites (preverbs) to express path (i.e., Hungarian can only say ‘come out’ or ‘run out’ but not ‘exit’). Note that similar pairs are regularly formed by replacing the verb ‘go’ by various manner verbs like ‘run’, ‘swim’ etc., and the directional item ‘across’ (preverb/postposed directional item) by ‘up/down/out/in’ etc. Such minimal pairs of bounded and unbounded clauses are found when the verb is in the present tense as well, which proves that the boundedness is not triggered by the past tense. The next sentences use the manner verb ‘to run’. Sentence 41 answers to the question ‘what are you going to do next?’ with a bounded clause, and sentence 42 answers to the question ‘what are you doing right now?’ with a nonbounded clause. 41 is given a future interpretation and 42 a progressive one (as noted in Knittel et al. 2002:51-53). In sentence 43 the verb is in the past tense, and the clause is used as a background frame for another event, used in a narrative, and is unbounded:

\[
\text{(41) Átszaladok a hid-on.}
\]

\[
\text{Across-run-PRE-1S the bridge- SUPERESSIVE}
\]

‘I’ll run across the bridge.’ / ‘I am going to run across the bridge!’

\(^{21}\) We thank Nagy Anita for her help to elicit the Hungarian sentences and for providing the examples we needed (38 to 43).
Let us now turn again to the issue of the difference between satellites and adpositions. The two characteristics attributed by Talmy (2000:104-109) to satellites vs. prepositions in many languages, i.e. their different position in the clause and the compulsoriness of the Ground NP, sometimes clash. They clash in Chinese, which shows a very clear pattern of preverbal PPs and postverbal satellites for which the position is linked with boundedness, but where one of the postverbal elements, -dao ‘to’, shows preposition-like features (compulsory presence of the Ground NP). They clash in Hungarian too, where preverbs can express the path with or without the overt expression in the clause of a Ground NP, whatever their position in the clause (before of after the verb), and their different behaviour with respect to bounding.

4.4. Telic and atelic locative PPs in French

Slobin (2004:248) noted that in some S-languages such as Dutch, the meaning of a satellite depends on the construction type in which it occurs:

(44) *de jonge loopt het bos in*

the boy walks the wood in

‘the boy walks into the woods’ [path: boy enters woods]

(45) *de jonge loopt in het bos*

the boy walks in the woods

‘the boy walks in the woods’ [non-path: boy located in the woods])

Such a contrastive pair is not seen in a V-language like French, where there is only one word order. The preposition *dans* ‘in’ may indifferently be used to express static location, location of an atelic activity, or to introduce the goal in a change of location (which implies then boundary-crossing), according to the semantics of the verb, the Figure and the Ground NP. For instance in the following sentences, preposition *dans* will only express the location of an unbounded activity (46) for the verb ‘to walk’, but for other verbs such as ‘to rush’, the sentence will express a bounded path (change of location, ex. 47). For a verb such as ‘to run’, both readings will be available (48)22:

(46) *l’enfant marcha dans les bois*

the child walked in the woods (≠ into)

(47) *l’enfant se précipita dans les bois*

the child rushed in [= into] the woods

(48) *l’enfant courut dans les bois*

the child run in the woods’ [both readings available]

This is in no way restricted to *dans*; *sur* ‘on’ shows the same ambiguity. The following examples are taken from the short story *La patte du chat* (The cat’s paw, by Marcel Aymé). Example 49 involves the activity verb *marcher* ‘to walk’, and combined with PP *[sur + Ground NP]* expresses an unbounded activity (the girls ask the mouse to walk on the log to make their parents believe the cat is inside the bag; making for an undirected motion), whereas ex. 50 involves the dynamic manner verb *sauter* ‘to jump’, which combines with the same PP *[sur + Ground NP]* to express an end-point location.

---

22 This was noted by in Gross 1975:219.
(49) On ne te demande qu’une chose, c’est de **marcher sur la bûche de bois** qui est enfermée avec toi,...

‘The only thing we ask you to do is to **walk on the log** which is shut in with you’ (**≠** onto)

(50) – Ah ! C’est comme ça ? s’écria le chat en **sautant sur le rebord de la fenêtre**.

‘...said the cat while **jumping on the window sill**’ (**=** ‘onto’)

This proves that the same logic is at work to determine whether a PP expresses the location of an unbounded or a bounded Path, independently from the fact that ‘in’ involves boundary-crossing and not ‘on’. Thus, if Talmy’s typology is valid, the point is not that V-languages only express path in verbs, as even when boundary-crossing is involved, path meaning is frequently in French conveyed by PPs. But French does not show any systematic opposition between satellites and prepositions. Most French prepositions obligatorily take a NP, and can only appear in one position in the clause. This conclusion supports Narasimhan (2003)’s findings on Hindi, another V-language.

4.5. Satellites, prepositions, and resultatives in English

In English, a supposedly clear-cut S-language, there is no regular correlation between the categories ‘satellite’ vs. ‘preposition’, and the boundedness of the clause they enter. Cappelle & Declerck (2005) describe the complex interaction between the various components of a motion event which combine to produce a bounded or nonbounded clause, including the specification of direction particles or prepositions as having or lacking an end-boundary. These specifications do not overlap (or at least not totally) with the syntactic behaviour of these entities as particles, prepositions or both (Cappelle & Declerck 2005:902). There is no agreement either on the aspectual status of resultative constructions in English. Although many studies emphasize that resultative clauses express state change and are therefore basically telic (Rothstein 2004: chapter 3), Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004, section 4) insist that there are also atelic resultatives:

(51) **End-bounded spatial PPs, telic resultatives:**
   a. Bill floated into the cave (*for hours [on non-repetitive reading])
   b. Bill pushed Harry off the sofa (*for hours [on non-repetitive reading])

**Non-end-bounded spatial PPs, atelic resultatives:**
   c. Bill floated down the river (for hours [non-repetitive])
   d. Bill pushed Harry along the trail (for hours [non-repetitive])

Interestingly, Chinese, whose resultative constructions are known to be more productive than English ones, cannot encode sentence 51d. through a resultative construction. ‘Along’ cannot appear in a postverbal position (52, see also above ex. 4’), and the only way to express 51d is by using ‘along the trail’ as a preverbal PP, and to add the perfective marker -le. The action is thus completed temporally (perfective), but has no spatial boundary (ex. 53):

(52) *小 王 推 老 刘 沿 着 小 路。 / *小王 把 老 刘 推 了 沿 着 小 路

*Xiāo-Wáng tūi lǎo-Liú yánzhe xiǎolù
Young-Wang push old-Liu  along trail

*Xiāo-Wáng bā lǎo-Liú tuī(Le) yánzhe xiǎolù
young-Wang ACC old-Liu push PFV along trail

(53) 小 王 沿 着 小 路 推 老 刘 推 了 好 几 个 小 时。

*Xiāo-Wáng yánzhe xiǎolù tūi lǎo-Liú tuī le hǎojī ge xiǎoshí
Young-Wang along trail push old-Liu push PFV many CL hours

‘Bill pushed Harry along the trail (for hours)’ [in a wheelchair for instance]

Sentence 51c. involves the path ‘down’, but here too, although in Chinese there is a path satellite available with an adequate meaning, –xia ‘down’, such a VD construction is not easily compatible with a nonbounded reading (54). The best way to obtain a nonbounded meaning in a natural sentence is to use a preverbal PP and to make the sentence
perfective through the perfective marker –le (54’)

(54) ??小船漂下了河好几个小时。/ ??小船漂下了河好几个小时。

The question marks reflect here heterogeneous opinions obtained from several language consultants. Two of our the three native speakers we consulted rejected the sentence altogether, the third one deemed it unnatural.

(54’) 小船往河的下流漂了好几个小时。

Equally interestingly, these two nonbounded English sentences cannot be encoded with a [preverb+co-event Verb] combination in Hungarian either: ‘along’ does not exist in the inventory of directional preverbs (which includes ‘in’, ‘out’, ‘across’, ‘down’, ‘up’ etc.). And like in Chinese where the use of a postverbal directional quite strongly entails a bounded event, the use of the preverb le- ‘down’ implies in Hungarian a bounded clause and does not fit with the intended nonbounded meaning (55). In order to form a nonbounded clause like ‘floated down the river for hours’, Hungarian would have to move the preverb le to a postverbal position (and to put it before the NP ‘river’), like in 55’:

(55) *Órák óta lecsorgott a folyón [inadequate for a nonbounded meaning]

(55’) Órák óta csorgott le a folyón

‘He had been floating down the river for hours’ [nonbounded]

5. Conclusion

Talmy’s typology grasps some important similarities between S-languages not yet fully explored, which concern boundedness and resultative constructions. It is however not very enlightening on V-languages, as can be seen from the French examples given above, and as has been pointed out by Aske (1989) for Spanish and Narasimhan (2003) for Hindi.

We have shown above that in Chinese and Hungarian, two genetically unrelated S-languages, features like boundedness and ‘satellites’ overlap much more neatly than in English (see Kiefer 1994 and Komlósy 1994 for more details on Hungarian resultative constructions). What we have to do now to know better what the key features underlying Talmy’s typology are, is to unravel language by language the correlation between:

☆ Temporal boundedness vs. nonboundedness (the overall aspectual nature of the clause)

☆ Spatial boundaries and endpoints, conveyed by locative phrases and/or the specification of the adposition/particle-like entities.

☆ The presence of distinct syntactic categories of directional items like Satellites (verb particles, preverbs) vs. adpositions, kept distinct by the obligatoriness of the Ground NP and/or by their position in the clause

☆ The role of constructional mapping, and of language-specific constructions like resultative constructions in the semantic extension of verb semantics (allowing verbs like ‘sneeze’ or cheat’ to appear in motion event clauses).

☆ causation, argument structure etc.

In V-languages, the features above show no special link or overlapping, whereas in S-languages they do (to various degrees). Chinese data contribute to feed the debate: Chinese shows many features of a typical S-language, in that it does not use verb-particles, but ‘satellites’ of verbal origin. Its PPs are neatly distributed before or after the verb according to the semantic relation the Ground NP bears to the motion (SOURCE before, ENDPOINT-LOCATION after). It uses the same device to distinguish between bounded and nonbounded motion events (‘to’ vs. ‘towards’). Its path satellites bear the

23 The question marks reflect here heterogeneous opinions obtained from several language consultants. Two of our the three native speakers we consulted rejected the sentence altogether, the third one deemed it unnatural.
same relation to the verb they follow as what are usually called ‘resultative complements’, that is they combine with the verb to form a kind of resultative construction. Some of its regional variants at least show a thorough correlation between syntax (resultative construction), semantics (endpoint location) and temporal boundedness\(^\text{24}\), and totally exclude ROUTE and SOURCE NPs from the postverbal position. More attention paid to the diversity and unity of S-languages concerning the few parameters we listed above should shed more light on the question.

Although I provided Chinese data to support the validity of Talmy’s typology, like Narasimhan (2003), I actually do not support all of Talmy’s views on lexicalization. I do not think Chinese co-event verbs are best analyzed as ‘motion verbs’ when they are followed by directionals, like ‘cheat’ in ex. 8. This issue is controversial among Chinese linguists too: some believe that any verb followed by a directional must according to this mere fact include a feature [+motion] (Qi Huyang 2000, Wang Hongqi 1998). Some others like Fang Jingmin (1999), claim that the feature [+motion] is introduced by the VD construction and is not necessarily an original feature of the verb itself.

Talmy himself acknowledges that:

…perhaps the evidence adduced above can be largely reconstrued to serve as well for this constructional position. In the end, the important thing is that we correctly identify the semantic components and their interrelationships, whether these are seen as involving lexical conflations or constructions. (Talmy 2000:35.)

**List of abbreviations used in glosses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Pretransitive marker bā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>Benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>Current Relevant State particle le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>Durative marker zhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>Genitive marker de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Hortative final particle ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>Imperative marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>Passive marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFV</td>
<td>Perfective aspect marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Ongoing present state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>Present tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROG</td>
<td>Progressive aspect marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Interrogative marker (sentence-final)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>Subordinative particle de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>Topic marker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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